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Catalyst
Catalyst is the most exciting product to ever be introduced to the skin care industry.
SRGF-7™ uses what science calls “zinc finger” technology to repair cellular DNA
which then impacts several aspects of skin health.
• Rebuilds Collagen – Catalyst provides the building blocks needed for perfect collagen formation
which then replaces the damaged strands to rejuvenate the skin.
• Sun Protection – Never before has DNA repair been so effective that it actually prevents sun
damage better than any sunscreen.
• Pigment Control – By repairing the DNA responsible for pigment cells, Catalyst restores normal
pigmentation, even for melasma.
• Heals Capillaries – Some “broken” capillaries can be “fixed” through zinc finger restoration of the
damaged triggers involved.
• Restores Cells – Once Catalyst has been working for several months it has the ability to fully
rejuvenate skin cells and activate new stem cell formation.
• Prevents Scarring – The ability to regulate collagen and improve immunity can reduce the scarring
potential of any wound.
• Heals the Skin – You will find a wide variety of imperfections on your skin disappear with repeated
applications of SRGF-7™.
It is hard to imagine that one product can do all of that. The only way it is possible is by healing the
DNA that directs all skin activity. This is what Osmosis Catalyst does. The time to achieve each goal
varies upon the starting level of DNA damage.

REAL-TIME REPAIR
What are Zinc Fingers?

There are currently about 1000 different types of zinc fingers that have been identified in our cells.
Basically they are peptides that are involved in repairing damaged DNA.

What is SRGF-7™?

SRGF-7™ is a combination of 7 components including amino acids, l-ascorbbic acid, copper and
zinc. These combine to form a special type of zinc finger that is very active in the skin. This peptide
has been effective at treating the following conditions: Actinic keratosis, skin tags, melasma,
pigmentation, sebaceous hyperplasia, telangectasias, wrinkles, lost elasticity, cellular sun protection,
acne and other scars.

How does SRGF-7™ repair DNA?

Based on the current research of other zinc fingers, we believe that this peptide heals DNA mutations
created by the sun or a virus. Our proof is only found in our results at this time. Clearly the above
stated results suggest DNA repair is occurring.

How much do I have to use and when do results occur?

At least 2-3 pumps are necessary to achieve results. If you use less, you may not see the most remarkable
effects. Results can be in as early as two weeks but the wrinkle and elasticity effects may take several
weeks. Responses vary on the time needed for pigmentation to diminish, some melasma cases take a
few months. Capillaries, skin tags, AK’s often begin clearing within the first month.

Are there any side effects?

You may see a temporary enlargement of pores and some mild breakouts in the first month of use. Both
issues resolve quickly. Extremely sensitive skin may not tolerate the levels of Vitamin C used and may
have to slowly build up their tolerance.

